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Abstract
This work investigates the in-context learning
abilities of pretrained large language models
(LLMs) when instructed to translate text from a
low-resource language into a high-resource lan-
guage as part of an automated machine transla-
tion pipeline. We conduct a set of experiments
translating Southern Quechua to Spanish and
examine the informativity of various types of in-
formation retrieved from a constrained database
of digitized pedagogical materials (dictionar-
ies and grammar lessons) and parallel corpora.
Using both automatic and human evaluation
of model output, we conduct ablation studies
that manipulate (1) context type (morpheme
translations, grammar descriptions, and corpus
examples), (2) retrieval methods (automated
vs. manual), and (3) model type. Our results
suggest that even relatively small LLMs are ca-
pable of utilizing prompt context for zero-shot
low-resource translation when provided a min-
imally sufficient amount of relevant linguistic
information. However, the variable effects of
prompt type, retrieval method, model type, and
language-specific factors highlight the limita-
tions of using even the best LLMs as translation
systems for the majority of the world’s 7,000+
languages and their speakers.

1 Introduction

The field has made great progress improving the
quality of machine translation (MT) systems, but
constraints on the amount and kinds of data avail-
able in the majority of the world’s 7,000+ lan-
guages have led to yet another disparity in access
and support for speakers of these languages: low-
resource MT continues to be a major challenge
(Hendy et al., 2023; Nicholas and Bhatia, 2023;
Robinson et al., 2023; Stap and Araabi, 2023).
While many of these languages lack the kinds
of large, standardized corpora necessary for tra-
ditional methods, recent work shows it may be
possible to leverage a smaller amount of exist-
ing resources, for example pedagogical materials

used for language instruction, with Large Language
Models (LLMs), albeit with varying results (El-
sner and Needle, 2023; Tanzer et al., 2024; Zhang
et al., 2024). These materials are often the result of
community-driven or government-led initiatives to
support language revitalization, reclamation, and
mother-tongue education (Schreiner et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2022; Riestenberg et al., 2024). Such dis-
crepancies in the needs and priorities of academic,
commercial, and community-led efforts to develop
digital resources and language technologies is what
Gessler (2022) terms the “NLP Gap”.

In this study, we investigate one way to lessen
the NLP Gap, comparing LLMs’ in-context learn-
ing abilities when translating from a low-resource
language (a Peruvian variety of Southern Quechua)
to a high-resource language (Spanish) using infor-
mation retrieved from a database of pedagogical
materials. We replicate results of earlier studies on
a new language pair by comparing the effects of
morpheme translations, sentences from a parallel
corpus, and passages from a grammar instruction
document on translation quality. We then conduct
a more focused analysis by annotating translation
outputs by hand using a modified MQM error ty-
pology (Burchardt, 2013). Finally, we conduct an
ablation study on the effects of automated retrieval
by manually constructing prompts using the same
set of materials.

Our results suggest that while, unsurprisingly,
translation quality improves with model size, such
improvements seem to primarily be the result of
previous exposure to the low-resource language
during model pretraining, rather an improved abil-
ity for the model to utilize prompt context, as ev-
idenced by high scores in response to baseline
(zero-shot) translation prompts. However, we also
find evidence that in-context learning abilities may
be inconsistent across different models of similar
size. As found in previous studies, prompts contain-
ing morpheme and word-level translations reliably
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improve model outputs, but information from the
grammar and corpus have a null or even negative
effect on results. Human evaluation on a selec-
tion of outputs from two models – GPT-3.5 Turbo
and GPT-4o – align with the quantitative measures
we obtain using BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020)
as an automatic metric. Quantitative results also
show an effect of automated retrieval on translation
quality that is most evident in prompts containing
morpheme translations and for models with lower
baseline scores. Finally, we highlight a number
of ethical concerns and limitations that arise from
the proposed methods that are supported by our
findings, and discuss the potential risks and chal-
lenges LLM-based methods for low-resource MT
face moving forward.

2 LLMs for Machine Translation

Modern LLMs are now capable of translating many
high-resource languages, but lack sufficient cov-
erage of even modestly resourced languages to
achieve comparable results without additional sup-
port (Kocmi et al., 2023). Retrieval-augmented
generation (Rubin et al., 2022) may provide such
support in the form of parallel sentences (Agrawal
et al., 2022), dictionary definitions (Ghazvinine-
jad et al., 2023; Lu et al., 2023) or other linguistic
meta-knowledge such as a grammatical description.
Retrieval-augmented methods offer exciting possi-
bilities for low-resource translation, since the LLM
might (in principle) be able to “teach itself” the
language from learner-oriented resources produced
by community members or language specialists.

Studies to date (Elsner and Needle, 2023; Reid
et al., 2024; Zhang et al., 2024) experiment with
four dimensions of variability: source language,
LLM, type(s) of information retrieved, and retrieval
method. Since the source languages in these stud-
ies have relatively little presence in public corpora
or on the web, differing results across LLMs can
tentatively be attributed to differences in their in-
context learning and instruction following abilities.

All studies find that word-level translations are
helpful additions to prompts. Zhang et al. (2024)
and Tanzer et al. (2024) also add sentence pairs
from a parallel corpus, while Elsner and Needle
(2023) add usage examples from a dictionary. Each
improve results, although to a lesser degree. Elsner
and Needle (2023) and Zhang et al. (2024) experi-
ment with small fixed “grammar lesson” passages
to provide explicit syntactic instruction, but find

these ineffective. Tanzer et al. (2024) uses passages
retrieved from a grammar book, also with relatively
disappointing results. Reid et al. (2024) use the en-
tire grammar book and a very long-context model
to obtain better translations, but without exploring
the role explicit grammar instruction actually plays
in doing so.

Zhang et al. (2024) find that sentences from the
corpus retrieved using BM25 embeddings (Robert-
son et al., 2009) work better than random ones.
Tanzer et al. (2024), however, report that retrieval
with longest common substring (LCS) matching
outperforms embedding-based retrieval. Overall,
the question of how to best retrieve relevant pas-
sages containing grammar material or sentences
in a low-resource language is still open. This
also complicates the interpretation of the mostly-
negative results found for grammar passages. It is
not clear whether these stem from poor retrieval,
from the LLMs’ inability to process the retrieved
content, or both. Moreover, although Reid et al.
(2024) conducts human evaluation of the results for
quality, to the best of our knowledge no study to
date systematically investigates specific grammati-
cal errors in the output.

3 Quechuan Languages

Quechua is a family of languages indigenous to the
Andes in South America. This study focuses on
varieties of Southern Quechua (S. Quechua, also
known as urin quechua or quechua sureño) spoken
in parts of Peru.1 While previous studies investi-
gated language/LLM pairs for which the baseline
LLM lacked any pretrained knowledge, we find
that newer LLMs can translate some S. Quechua
sentences in a zero-shot setting. We expect this to
be typical of many low-resource languages which,
while often endangered, still may have some pres-
ence on the web.

Quechuan languages have by far the largest rep-
resentation of all indigenous Latin American lan-
guages in NLP research (Tonja et al., 2024) and
are often included in ACL-affiliated workshops,
datasets, and shared tasks (Cotterell et al., 2020;
Ebrahimi et al., 2022, 2023). S. Quechua has a
robust language toolkit (Rios, 2015), including the
morphological parser we use in our pipeline. It has
also been the subject of numerous studies on MT
for both text and speech, developed in conjunction

1Unless noted otherwise, we use Quechua in this study to
refer Southern Quechua and related varieties, following the
practices of native speakers with whom we have relationships.



[TAREA] Traduce la siguiente frase del quechua al español.
Responde sólo con la traducción:
quechua: kay wasiqa turiypam
español:

Figure 1: Example BASELINE prompt. English: [TASK]
Translate the following sentence from Quechua to Span-
ish. Respond only with the translation: Quechua: kay
wasiqa tirypam; Spanish:

with monolingual and parallel corpora (Rios, 2015;
Cardenas et al., 2018; Ortega et al., 2020; Zevallos
et al., 2022). Nonetheless, such tools continue to
face challenges, and Quechuan languages continue
to lack the resources necessary to develop most of
today’s state of the art models.

4 Methods

4.1 Data

We conduct experiments on a collection of 50 pairs
of S. Quechua - Spanish sentences sourced from
one of the author’s personal notes. These were
selected to highlight a range of specific grammat-
ical phenomena at multiple levels of difficulty—
they include simple clauses and tenses (e.g., qam
allinta tusunki (tu bailas bien) ‘you dance well’) as
well as more advanced constructions such as those
involving past participles (e.g., awasqay waliqa
sumaqmi (la falda que tejí es linda) ‘the skirt I knit
is lovely’ and simultaneous events (e.g., qamqa
takita uyarispa wasiykita pichachkanki (tú estás
limpiando tu casa escuchando música) ‘you’re
cleaning your house listening to music’. The first
author, a foreign-language student of S. Quechua,
received permission from her instructor to use notes
from their lessons for the study. All sentence pairs
were inspected by the instructor, a native bilingual
speaker of both S. Quechua and Peruvian Spanish,
to eliminate any errors and confirm the accuracy of
all reference translations.

4.2 Prompt Construction

As a baseline, each sentence is inserted into a
prompt template that instructs the model in Spanish
to translate the S. Quechua sentence into Spanish
and respond only with the translation (Figure 1).
We automate a process for building on this template
and compare the effects of adding information from
three different sources to the prompt context.

4.2.1 Morpheme Translations (MORPH)
We use a morphological parser (Rios, 2015) to seg-
ment each word of the source segment into canon-

ical morphemes, each with gloss symbols and a
Spanish translation.2 Some morphemes have multi-
ple candidate meanings, all of which are retrieved.
As an example, the word rantikuq is segmented
as ranti-ku-q and glossed as “comprar.DB.VRoot-
DB.VDeriv.+RflxInt-+Ag.NS.” While numerous
orthographic standards have been developed and
promoted across Quechuan-speaking communities
in South America, considerable variation in ortho-
graphic conventions may be found even within a
particular community or variety (Rios and Cas-
tro Mamani, 2014). We discuss the implications of
this for our results in Section 4.2.5.

We supplement the output from the parser us-
ing a Quechua-Spanish bilingual dictionary (Qh-
eswa Simi Hamut’ana Kurak Suntur, 2005). We
retrieve any dictionary entry whose headword ex-
actly matches a canonical morpheme in our seg-
mentation. By default, we include all senses and
any usage examples or contextual information in
the dictionary entry as part of the prompt. We then
concatenate the output of the parser with the re-
trieved dictionary entries and include this MORPH

information as prompt context preceding the source
sentence and baseline translation prompt.

4.2.2 Grammar Descriptions (GRAMMAR)

We also experiment with the inclusion of grammar
lessons found in student-facing pedagogical mate-
rials, retrieving grammatical explanations relevant
to each source sentence from a PDF document de-
veloped for students and teachers of S. Quechua.
(Pinto Tapia et al., 2005). The document is or-
ganized into short sections (1-3 sentences, plus
paradigm tables or usage examples) that describe
the particular grammatical concept associated with
an affix in Quechua. For each source sentence, we
retrieve sections associated with any affix listed in
the document that is an exact match of a canoni-
cal morpheme and include this in prompts using
contextual information from the grammar. This
improves on the methods described in Tanzer et al.
(2024), who use LCS-based retrieval over an entire
textbook, and Elsner and Needle (2023); Zhang
et al. (2024), whose grammatical description re-
mains consistent across prompts regardless of the
source text being translated.

2We set aside valid concerns regarding the theoretical sta-
tus of the morpheme for this study and define a morph(eme)
loosely as a recognizable form-meaning pair that recurs in a
language.



4.2.3 Parallel Usage Examples (CORPUS)
Finally, we experiment with sentence-level exam-
ples from a S. Quechua-Spanish parallel corpus
designed for traditional NLP tasks. We combine
data made available via the AmericasNLP 2021
Shared Task on Open Machine Translation and
the 2023 IWSLT shared task on low-resource SLT
(Tiedemann, 2012; Agić and Vulić, 2019; Ortega
et al., 2020; Mager et al., 2021; Agarwal et al.,
2023). For each source sentence, we retrieve the
three best matches from the corpus using a LCS
search against the full source sentence.

4.2.4 Combined prompt types
Combinations of information from all three sources
yields 8 total conditions, including the baseline. An
example prompt from each information source is
given in Appendix E.

4.2.5 Manually Revised Prompts
To compute a soft upper bound on the improve-
ments possible with better retrieval, we conduct
an additional set of experiments using manually
revised prompts. We first examine the content re-
trieved from the morphological parser, dictionary,
and grammar document and remove all instances of
ambiguity and irrelevant or misleading information
from the prompt context.3

For example, many S. Quechua speakers use
the term runasimi (lit: ‘people mouth’, ‘the peo-
ple’s language’), as an endonym for the language.
The parser, however, returns only the literal de-
composition (runa ‘ser humanos’/‘people’ and simi
‘boca’/‘mouth’), and the dictionary does not list
runasimi as a headword but rather as one of eight
different senses of simi. We thus remove all such ir-
relevant examples and translations from the prompt
and retain only the content indicating a translation
of runasimi in the linguistic sense.

We also manually retrieve content from the dic-
tionary and grammar documents that were over-
looked by the automated retriever. For example, the
verb yanuy ‘to cook’ does not appear as a headword
in the dictionary, but rather as a regional variant
of wayk’uy ‘to cook’. We also eliminate content
from the grammar that was retrieved because of
syncretism, or mistakes that cascaded from the mor-
phological parser to result in irrelevant retrievals.

3We do not experiment with retrieval methods for corpus
examples, which were retrieved using LCS match in both
conditions. Improving on LCS-based retrieval remains an
open question in low-resource LLM-MT, and we leave this for
future work.

We manually parse each source sentence to only
retrieve and include relevant information in the
prompt context. All content in the revised prompts
is sourced from the same material available to the
automated retriever systems, and we do not add any
additional information or use supplemental materi-
als of any sort to create the revised prompts.

4.3 Models

We experiment with three proprietary models, GPT-
3.5 Turbo (gpt-3.5-turbo-0125, Brown et al.,
2020), GPT-4o (gpt-4o, Achiam et al., 2023),
and Gemini 1.5 Pro (gemini-1.5-pro, Reid et al.,
2024), and one open-source model, Llama 3
(llama-3-8b-instruct, AI@Meta, 2024). We
use the pretrained models with their default set-
tings, and do not adjust hyperparameters or conduct
any finetuning as part of our experiments.

4.4 Evaluation

We conduct both automatic and human evaluations
to identify trends in model errors and outputs in the
various experimental conditions. We use BLEURT
as an automatic metric, and report mean BLEURT
scores across items as the primary quantitative mea-
sure of translation quality for each of the conditions
and models. We also use an adapted MQM schema
to conduct qualitative human evaluation of the out-
puts of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4o for all prompts with
automatic retrieval.

Each item selected for human evaluation is an-
notated by at least one of the authors by comparing
the model’s output to the source text and reference
translation.4 We refer to the complete MQM typol-
ogy to design our own four-dimensional framework
of commonly attested errors in LLM-MT, each with
a defined set of specific subtypes. Precise defi-
nitions and examples for all error categories and
subtypes may be found in Appendix D.

Many of the categories in our schema are de-
fined as in the core MQM framework. However,
to capture some of the key behaviors reported in
previous studies on LLM-MT and to evaluate the
effects of prompt type on model outputs, we make
the following adjustments. First, we utilize the
Addition and Omission errors defined as Accuracy
subtypes in the original MQM typology, but distin-
guish these from three additional subtypes: Substi-
tution - Incorrect Subject, Substitution - Incorrect

4We discuss limitations on this process given the authors’
respective proficiency levels in S. Quechua and Spanish, as
well as the steps we take to address them, in Section 8.



Tense/Aspect/Modality (TAM), and Substitution -
Other. This is intended to capture LLM transla-
tions that differ from the source in terms of discrete
lexical material or case, person, number, and/or
TAM markings while otherwise maintaining the
lexical and structural content needed to appropri-
ately translate the source text.

Rather than including Mistranslation and MT
Hallucination as Accuracy Error subtypes as in the
original MQM typology, we define a separate Non-
Translation category with three possible subtypes:
Complete Mistranslation, Mistranslation with Lex-
ical Correspondences, and Refusal. The third di-
mension of our typology, Model Error, was ulti-
mately not used to classify any output in this study,
but characterizes more generic model “misbehav-
ior” such as failing to follow instructions, produc-
ing garbled text, or inappropriately generating con-
tent in the source language. Finally, Target Errors
identify outputs that are ungrammatical, stylisti-
cally inappropriate, or semantically incoherent in
the target language, regardless of their accuracy.

Detailed annotation guidelines were drafted and
agreed upon to encourage consistency across an-
notators and experimental items. Annotators are
instructed to identify and tag up to three specific
errors for each translation output, with the excep-
tion of Target Errors, which do not count towards
the three-error maximum. Each model output is
also tagged for quality along a four-point scale as
defined in Table 7.

Before proceeding with annotation over the
larger dataset, both annotators also completed a
test evaluation of the same 12 experimental items
(96 sentences total) to assess inter-annotator agree-
ment. Statistical measures (κ = 0.72 for quality
judgments, α = 0.55 for error categories) indi-
cated some discrepancies in annotator judgments,
especially for categories, since determining the
three most important errors is especially subjective.
These were identified and discussed, and agreement
was ultimately deemed sufficient to proceed.

5 Results

5.1 Quality metrics

We present BLEURT scores for prompts generated
using automated retrieval in Table 1 and summarize
human quality judgments for GPT-3.5 and GPT-4o
with automated retrieval in Table 2. The complete
distribution of quality ratings across all prompt
types for these two models is provided in Appendix

GPT3.5 GPT4o Gem. Lla3
BASE 0.19 0.66 0.56 0.15
CORPUS 0.27 0.59 0.49 0.19
GRAM 0.23 0.56 0.55 0.17
MORPH 0.44 0.54 0.61 0.39
C+G 0.26 0.59 0.54 0.21
C+M 0.44 0.59 0.59 0.36
G+M 0.41 0.53 0.61 0.39
C+G+M 0.43 0.57 0.61 0.15

Table 1: Mean BLEURT scores by LLM and prompt
type. Shaded rows include morpheme contexts.

LLM GPT-3.5 GPT-4o
BASE 21 108
CORPUS 43 101
GRAMMAR 33 99
MORPH 79 102
CORPUS-GRAMMAR 41 101
C+M 75 110
G+M 68 100
C+G+M 77 109

Table 2: Human-annotated quality ratings summarized
as 3 × high + 2 × med + low. Shaded rows include
morpheme contexts.

GPT3.5 GPT4 Gem. Lla3
G-AUTO 0.23 0.56 0.55 0.17
G-MAN 0.24 0.58 0.54 0.15
M-AUTO 0.44 0.54 0.61 0.39
M-MAN 0.56 0.63 0.66 0.49
CGM-AUTO 0.43 0.57 0.61 0.15
CGM-MAN 0.54 0.63 0.63 0.26

Table 3: Comparison of mean BLEURT scores for auto-
matic versus manual retrieval of material in GRAMMAR,
MORPH, and CORPUS-GRAMMAR-MORPH prompts.



F. We find clear effects of LLM, prompt type, and
retrieval method, as well as interactions among all
three factors.

Gemini and GPT-4o outperform Llama 3 and
GPT-3.5 for every prompt type. This gap is highest
for the least informative prompts, indicating that
the Llama 3 and GPT-3.5 base models have rela-
tively poor coverage of S. Quechua, while GPT-4o
and Gemini have much better coverage. The ef-
fect is evident in both BLEURT scores and human
quality evaluations.

Effects of prompt type are mediated by the qual-
ity of the pretrained model. Llama 3 and GPT-3.5
show a clear improvement in quality when MORPH

information is included in the prompt. Gemini also
improves when this information is added, but to
a lesser extent. GPT-4o, on the other hand, per-
forms best in response to the BASELINE (zero-shot)
prompts, which attain the highest BLEURT scores
across all models, prompt types, and retrieval meth-
ods evaluated in this study. In other words, pro-
viding additional information in the prompt’s con-
text actually degrades GPT-4o’s ability to translate
from S. Quechua to Spanish in all experimental
conditions.

5.2 Effects of Automated Retrieval

To highlight the effects of automated retrieval on
model output, we present BLEURT scores for a
selection of prompt types and all four models in
Table 3 (full scores may be found in Appendix F).
The effect of manual retrieval for MORPH informa-
tion is positive for all models, although this gap is
smallest for Gemini (probably because its perfor-
mance for these prompts is already highest). The
effect for GRAMMAR prompts is either minor or
negative.

5.3 Human Analysis of Translation Errors

The most common error type identified by the an-
notators is Substitution - Other, which includes a
diverse assortment of lexical and phrasal incongru-
encies of varying degrees of severity. These are
largely item-specific and therefore hard to charac-
terize as a group. Using the error categories de-
scribed in Section 4.4, we instead identify three
more clearly interpretable phenomena and provide
a detailed discussion of each in the following sec-
tions. We present counts for selected prompt types
in Table 4, with examples in Appendix A and
counts for all errors in Appendix G.

5.4 Mistranslations

Outright mistranslations are most common for GPT-
3.5, making up 30 of the 50 responses in the BASE-
LINE condition. We also consider outputs that
retain only minimal traces of the source content,
which we label as Mistranslations with Lexical
Correspondence. Approximately 1/3 of the 637
total errors tagged across all prompt types for GPT-
3.5 are mistranslations of either type, roughly split
between complete mistranslations and those with
lexical correspondence (15.07% and 18.37%, re-
spectively, of all errors tagged for GPT-3.5).

As reported in previous work, adding morpheme-
and word-level translations to the prompt greatly re-
duces the rate of this kind of response. GPT4o also
produces drastically fewer mistranslations com-
pared to its predecessor. However, it is notable
that both models produce at least one mistransla-
tion for each prompt type. In general, complete
mistranslations are in fluent Spanish and contain
no overt indications that something has been mis-
represented. We return to the ethical implications
of these errors in the Discussion.

We also note that many of the items tagged as
Mistranslation with Lexical Correspondence show
correspondence only for words that were already
in Spanish in the source text. For example, some
sentences contain Spanish loan names for the days
of the week. While some of these errors are pro-
duced using deceptively fluent Spanish as described
above, we find many to be accompanied by seman-
tic incoherence or ungrammaticality in the output.
We discuss such target language fluency errors in
the following section.

5.5 Target Fluency

Target Fluency errors occur when the output is not
grammatical, coherent, or stylistically appropriate –
for instance, if an output contains a nonsensical rep-
etition or a verb with missing arguments. Outputs
of this type bear a strong similarity to human “trans-
lationese” in that structural features of the source
language may surface in the translation at the ex-
pense of naturalness (Koppel and Ordan, 2011; Fre-
itag et al., 2019). Both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4o tend
to produce more such outputs when the prompt
is more informative – 10 to 20% of the time (5-
10 instances per 50) in prompts with morpheme
translations.



BASE MORPH C+G+M

Mistranslation: complete +
lexical correspondence

GPT-3.5 45 11 12
GPT-4o 4 6 4

Target Fluency: grammar +
coherence + style

GPT-3.5 0 14 10
GPT-4o 3 13 9

Grammatical Divergence:
subject + TAM

GPT-3.5 0 24 31
GPT-4o 17 13 11

Table 4: Counts of human-annotated error types (per 50 sentences) by LLM and prompt type.

5.6 Grammatical Divergence
We group misrendered verbal subjects and
tense/aspect/morphology (TAM) markers together
as Grammatical Divergence errors. Such errors are
distinct from the Target Fluency errors described in
the previous section— the Spanish output is gram-
matical, but fails to accurately reflect the content
from the source. Although they are not the only
grammatical phenomena that may be similarly mis-
rendered, we select subject and TAM markers for
analysis as they are straightforward to identify and
give a good indication of how well the LLMs cope
with more abstract information about the meanings
of functional morphemes. TAM divergences are
much more prevalent than divergences in subject;
for instance, only one of GPT-4o’s 13 Grammatical
Divergence errors in the MORPH condition misren-
der the subject marker.

Grammatical Divergence errors are annotated
only for sentences that are not mistranslated out-
right, so GPT-3.5 produces none of these in
the BASELINE condition. For more informative
prompts, it is clear that GPT-4o is better than GPT-
3.5 at translating both functional and lexical mean-
ings. However, a relatively large number of sen-
tences (over 20%) still contain such an error even
with the highest performing model and prompt
type. The relatively small drop in error between
different prompt types for GPT-4o suggests that
neither the corpus-based usage examples nor exam-
ple paradigms and descriptions from the grammar
document can fully prevent this type of error.

6 Discussion

We observe large differences between LLMs, both
in terms of the overall quality of their generated
translations as well as the effects of prompt type
on their outputs. GPT-4o and Gemini, which have
the highest baseline scores, benefit least from addi-
tional information— their performance with COR-
PUS and GRAMMAR information actually decreases.

This occurs even with manually curated prompts,
suggesting it is not an effect of including irrelevant
material. On the other hand, it does not represent
a ceiling on quality, since both models continue
to make errors (GPT-4o produces 10 LOW-quality
translations in our set of 50). These results suggest
that even relevant grammar explanations, when
written in prose with examples, do little to help
the newest generation of LLMs to translate a low-
resource language such as Southern Quechua.

Although GPT-4o and Gemini results are simi-
lar in many ways, we do find evidence for differ-
ences in their in-context learning abilities. Baseline
prompts and the GPT-4o model produce the high-
est BLEURT scores across the dataset, but these
outputs still show a number of errors characteristic
of LLMs, particularly lexical substitution errors
that are not necessarily corrected with the inclu-
sion of more context. In contrast, Gemini, which
has near-comparable performance across prompt
types, shows an increase in scores when prompts
include MORPH information, regardless of retrieval
type, suggesting a greater ability to identify and uti-
lize relevant word- and morph-level translations in
the prompt’s context. Previous work suggests that
newer builds of GPT-4 are less capable of following
instructions (Chen et al., 2023); such differences
may be masked by the effects of pretraining when
automatically evaluating translations. This sug-
gests that researchers should continue to carefully
select and compare among different LLMs when
experimenting with retrieval-based translation.

Finally, we identify a number of translation er-
rors of varying types that appear to be due to
language-specific characteristics, for example am-
biguity from syncretism in grammatical markers,
polysemous lexical items, or the orthographic and
lexical variation discussed in Section 4.2.5. It may
be possible to moderate such effects with additional
refinement of the retrieval database and methods,
which we leave for future work.



6.1 Ethical concerns

Both our work and much of the previous work in
this paradigm is motivated by the desire to close the
“NLP Gap” among researchers, community mem-
bers, and software developers interested in low-
resource language technologies. Machine trans-
lation is listed as a welcome topic of research by
some (though not all) members of American in-
digenous communities (Mager et al., 2023), and is
potentially an important tool for language learners
(Jolley and Maimone, 2022). Even an imperfect
translation system might be a useful tool for users
with a clear understanding of its limitations. How-
ever, the systems evaluated in this work have two
problematic tendencies that limit their potential for
deployment in real community settings.

First, unfaithful translations often tend to be
highly fluent (Section 5.4). While fluency ratings
for older MT systems correlate well with accuracy
scores, and have even been used as a proxy for
overall translation quality (Gamon et al., 2005; Es-
trella et al., 2007), this correlation is reversed for
our systems. LLMs are well-known for making
false statements that seem plausible and authori-
tative (Bickmore et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2021);
this could be particularly problematic when they
project illusions of expertise at the expense of an
already marginalized group.

Second, some mistranslations identified in our
study appear to draw on stereotypes of indigenous
groups (Appendix 6). These are most apparent for
the BASELINE system and GPT-3.5, but also (less
frequently) occur with more informative prompts
and better LLMs. Stereotypical sentences can in-
volve flowery language with an emphasis on tradi-
tion or connectedness to nature (Erhart and Hall,
2019), as well as the unprompted addition of in-
digenous Andean cultural customs and products
(traditional medicine, chicha) to translations that
are otherwise faithful to the source text. The over-
all effect is to exoticize Southern Quechua speakers
and writers in ways that the original sentences do
not. Similar stereotypes have also been noted in
LLM-generated responses to open-ended prompts
(Cheng et al., 2023; Delgado Solorzano and Toxtli,
2023; Shieh et al., 2024).

While we prompt models to output only the trans-
lation for evaluation purposes, models may have
some capacity to explain or qualify their transla-
tions and give reminders for responsible use of the
technology. Should a retrieval-based translation

system ever be deployed in a real-world setting for
language learning, its developers should maximize
transparency by presenting the content of any re-
trieved information and its source to the user along
with the translation, reminding users directly of po-
tential inaccuracies, and offering vetted resources
for additional fact-checking when available.

7 Conclusion

Our results suggest a number of key limitations
and concerns regarding the use of LLMs in a low-
resource MT context, and have greater implications
for our understanding of the seemingly “humanlike”
conceptual, analytical, and in-context learning abil-
ities of LLMs.

For the majority of the world’s language com-
munities and their speakers, powering and supply-
ing LLMs with enough pretraining data to over-
come their limitations is not feasible. We therefore
offer the following suggestions to those looking
to develop low-resource LLM-MT: (1), improve
data structures and methods for interacting with a
language-specific database for retrieval-aided gen-
eration. (2), continue analysis of the mechanisms
driving in-context learning in LLMs, for example
by comparing ICL to the effects of finetuning (Dai
et al., 2023), (3) experiment with prompt structures
and techniques, for example by altering the order
information (Liu et al., 2024) or by iteratively or
prompting the model to guide its reasoning towards
a suitable translation (Wang et al., 2022).

Finally, we wish to emphasize the continued
risks of prematurely deploying this or similar meth-
ods in any low-resource language community, par-
ticularly given the vulnerability and disproportion-
ate lack of resources many such communities face
in domains where these technologies would likely
be used. As AI research continues to rapidly de-
velop, we urge those conducting it to increase com-
munity engagement, amplify the voices of those
traditionally at a disadvantage, and collaboratively
develop research infrastructures that may lessen
the NLP Gap. While there’s still much to be done
before low-resource LLM-MT may be safely im-
plemented, we believe such a tool has the poten-
tial to empower speakers of any variety, including
nonstandard varieties of traditional “high-resource”
languages such as English, to develop technologies
that reflect their preferences and serve their unique
needs.



8 Limitations

Limitations on the scope and replicability of this
work may be attributed to one or more character-
istics of the data and models used in this study, in
addition to limitations inherent to the respective
identities of its authors. First, the BLEURT scores
we report are limited in their statistical validity. We
have conducted some constrained tests to explore
potential variance in scores, but expenses associ-
ated with text generation using proprietary models
such as those developed by OpenAI and Google
on a larger dataset may be prohibitive. This is
compounded by the widely-acknowledged “black
box” nature of the models powering both LLMs
and BLEURT, as well as an increasing opacity with
respect to the exact content and methods used to
pretrain modern state of the art LLMs. For this
reason, we focus our discussion on those results
that show clear trends in both the quantitative and
human evaluations we conduct.

There are also some constraints on our study and
its methodology that are largely tied to linguistic
factors, such as variation in orthography (and the
need for digitized text-based resources as a pre-
requisite) as well as the lexical and grammatical
variation that may be found in all languages, partic-
ularly the low-resource varieties we wish to support.
Our results suggest it may be possible to guide the
outputs of LLMs towards the specific usage con-
ventions of a given community, but this is itself
limited by the content of the materials used to de-
velop the database from which prompt contexts are
retrieved. Neither of the authors is a native speaker
of any Quechua or Spanish varieties, and only one
is a student of these languages with relationships
to Quechua speakers and communities. While we
have strived to be consistent in the Quechua and
Spanish varieties used in our study (both the dic-
tionary and grammar materials were provided by
the same instructor who shared and proofread the
50 sentence pairs we use, and we select a morpho-
logical parser and corpora intended for use with
Southern Quechua), variation is widespread among
and within Quechua-speaking communities, and
we do not have access to a dictionary, grammar,
morphological parser, and corpus developed by a
unified and consistent set of authors. Such variation
is language- and community-dependent and bound
to constrain potential applications of our methods.
Future work should continue to explore ways to
faithfully represent the diversity of linguistic con-

ventions employed by communities interested in
developing such technologies.

We acknowledge, as well, limitations that arise
from the size of our dataset and database and the
methods used to curate them. The 50 sentence
pairs we use were selected to highlight a range of
specific grammatical phenomena, not all of which
were well represented in our database, and differ
in their structural complexity. We are grateful for
the guidance provided by the Quechua instructor
whose lessons were a source for such examples
and proofread the sentences before their inclusion
in our experiments, but limited as well by our sta-
tus as non-native speakers. Human evaluation of
model outputs was for this reason primarily con-
structed using machine-translated English texts as
references, but was inspected by the Spanish- and
Quechua-speaking author to remove a small num-
ber of evaluations that reflect linguistic discrepan-
cies between Quechua, Spanish, and English or
inaccuracies in the machine translated English.

9 Ethics Statement

We consulted the first author’s Quechua instructor,
Prof. Carmen Cazorla Zen, who gave us permis-
sion to use the sentences from the notes in this
project and verified their accuracy. We cite the
Quechua dictionary and grammar materials used
to provide prompt information, and believe that
our use of these materials is consonant with their
original purpose. However, we do not distribute
machine-readable versions of them as a contribu-
tion of this project, since this would violate the
rights of the publisher.

The authors annotated the translation out-
put themselves, so no human subjects ap-
proval/consent/compensation was required.

There are numerous ethical issues related to the
training and use of LLMs, such as labor issues and
energy costs. While these issues are inextricable
from the methods used in this project, we believe
the potential impact of making low-resource trans-
lation viable and accessible to minority language
communities who want them (our primary goal
in this line of research) outweighs the problems
inherent in using LLMs at all.

We discuss the potential risks of deploying sys-
tems like the ones described here further in Section
6.1 of the main text.
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A Example errors
Original Reference Output Translation Model - Prompt (Error)

Mistranslation
qamqa taytaykipa
munasqan lawata
yanurqanki

tú cocinaste la sopita que le gusta
a tu papá; you cooked the soup
that your dad likes

yo te quiero mucho y mi amor por ti
nunca se acabará; I love you very much
and my love for you will never end

GPT-3.5 - BASELINE
(Complete Mistranslation)

ñuqaqa illani
runakunawan
rimayta munaptiy

yo viajo porque me gustar hablar
con las personas; I travel because
I like to talk to people

yo quiero hablar con las personas
cuando amanece; I want to talk to peo-
ple when the sun rises

GPT-4o - C+G+M
(Mistranslation -
Lexical Correspondence)

Target Fluency
qamqa yachayta
tukuptiyki,
puñunki

cuando termines de estudiar, tu
duermes; when you finish study-
ing, you sleep

acabaré de aprender lo que tú duermes;
I will finish learning what you sleep

GPT-3.5 - C+G+M
(Coherence:
unresolvable pronoun)

payqa lunesmanta
jueveskama kall-
pan tullu niraq
kachkananpaq

él corre de lunes a jueves para es-
tar delgado; he runs from monday
to thursday to be slim

él sigue siendo delgado desde el lunes
hasta el jueves para estar; he remains
thin from Monday to Thursday to be

GPT-4o - GRAMMAR
(Grammar: missing
predicate with ‘estar’)

Grammatical Divergence

qam allinta tusunki tu bailas bien; you dance well tú bailarás bien; you will dance well GPT-3.5 - C+G+M
(TAM: tense)

qamqa mamaykipa
wasinta yanuq rinki

tú irás a cocinar a la casa de tu
mamá; you will go to cook at your
mother’s house

voy a cocinar en la casa de tu madre;
I’m going to cook at your mother’s
house

GPT-3.5 - MORPH
(Subject: ‘you’ to ‘I’)

qamqa misita
qawaspa qari
warata awachkar-
qanki

tú estabas tejiendo un pantalón de
varón mirando al gato; you were
knitting a pair of men’s pants
looking at the cat

tú mirabas al gato mientras el hombre
tejía el pantalón; you looked at the cat
while the man knitted the pants

GPT-4o - C+G+M
(Subject: ‘you’ to
‘the man’)

qam runasimita
yachapayaptiyki,
allintam rimanki

si practicas el quechua lo hablarás
bien; if you practice Quechua you
will speak it well

tú ya sabías el runasimi, hablas muy
bien; you already knew runasimi, you
speak very well

GPT-4o - MORPH
(TAM: missing
conditional)

Table 5: Examples of errors analyzed in Section 5.3, one error per type.

B Unprompted stereotypes
Source Reference Output Translation Model - PROMPT TYPE

payqa qatupi
ñañanpa rantisqan
apita rurarqan

ella preparó una mazamorra que
compró su hermana en el mer-
cado; she prepared a mazamorra
[pudding] that her sister bought
at the market

el sol brilla en nuestra tierra, calienta
y nos da vida; the sun shines on our
land, warms us and gives us life

GPT-3.5 - BASE

paykunaqa
yachachiqninkupa
rakta medicina
liwru apasqanta
likanku

ellos leerán el libro grueso de
medicina que trajo su profesor;
they will read the thick medical
book that their teacher brought

los médicos de la comunidad nos en-
señaron a utilizar plantas medicinales;
the doctors from the community taught
us how to use medicinal plants

GPT-3.5 - GRAMMAR

qamkunapa tay-
tamamaykichikta
watunaykichik,
paykunata purikuq
apanaykichik

ustedes tienen que visitar a sus
padres y llevarlos a pasear; you
have to visit your parents and
take them for a walk

ustedes deben honrar a sus padres,
guiarlos en su camino; you must honor
your parents, guide them on their path

GPT-4o - BASE

ñuqaqa upyayta
munani yo quiero beber; I want to drink yo quiero beber chicha; I want to drink

chicha Gemini 1.5 - BASE

Table 6: Examples of errors involving cultural stereotypes (Section 6.1).



C Quality descriptions

Quality Description
High Output is an accurate and/or acceptable translation of the source content.

Med
Output contains errors that prevent it from being an acceptable translation, but is generally
high in quality otherwise.

Low
Output contains errors that prevent it from being an acceptable translation, with minor
correspondences that vaguely identify it as relevant to the source.

None Output does not appear to be relevant to the source.

Table 7: Quality Descriptions

D Annotation error typology
Dimension Error Description

Accuracy Addition Translation includes information not present in the source, but does
not result in the displacement of source content.

Accuracy Omission Translation is missing content from the source.

Accuracy Substitution - Subject

The translated segment contains content identified as relevant to the
source in other spans, but substitutes novel subject markers for those
present in the source in the highlighted span; Classify an error as a
“substitution” when the error appears to result in both Addition and
Omission errors that cannot be distinguished into two distinct spans.

Accuracy Substitution - TAM

The translated segment contains content identified as relevant to the
source in other spans, but substitutes novel TAM for those present in
the source in the highlighted span; Classify an error as a “substitution”
when the error appears to result in both Addition and Omission errors
that cannot be distinguished into two distinct spans.

Accuracy Substitution - Other Substitution errors that do not involve mistranslated subject markers or
TAM. See above.

Accuracy Overtranslation Error occurring in the target content that is inappropriately more
specific than the source content.

Accuracy Undertranslation Error occurring in the target content that is inappropriately less spe-
cific than the source content.

Target Error Grammar
Other spans in the translated segment may be identified as relevant to
the source, but the highlighted span is not grammatical in the target
language.

Target Error Coherence
Other spans in the translated segment may be identified as relevant to
the source, but the highlighted span is unnatural or incoherent in the
target language.

Target Error Style/Register
Other spans in the translated segment may be identified as relevant to
the source, but the highlighted span is produced in a style or register
that is inappropriate given the content.

Non-Translation Complete Mistransla-
tion

The entire segment is coherent in the target language but the core
predicate shows no immediate connection to the reference translation.

Non-Translation Mistranslation - Lexical
Correspondence

The entire segment is coherent in the target language but only minor
correspondences to the reference translation may be identified.

Non-Translation Refusal Model does not attempt to translate into the target language, e.g.,
because it "does not understand".

Model error Garbled Output does not contain coherent text in the target language.

Model error ChattyGPT Output contains translated content, but is wordy, over-explanatory,
and/or abruptly truncated.

Table 8: Adapted MQM typology for human error annotation



E Example prompts

The following are examples of prompts generated
used automated retrieval from the database.

BASELINE

[TAREA] Traduce la siguiente frase del quechua al
español. Responde sólo con la traducción:
quechua: qam allinta tusunki
español:

MORPHS-ONLY

[CONTEXTO]
qam: [PrnPers+2.Sg]
allin: bueno [D̂B][NRoot]
ta: [+Acc][Cas]
tusu: bailar [VRoot][D̂B]
nki: [+2.Sg.Subj][VPers]
allin. adj. Bueno (término de aprobación). SINÓN:
kusa. EJEM: allin p’unchay, buenos días: allin tuta,
buenas noches; allin tutamanta, buena mañana,
buenos días; allin inti chinkay, buenas tardes;
allin iñiyniyoq, de buena fe, fiel, justo, íntegro:
allin nunayoq, de espíritu bueno; allin puriq,
de comportamiento bueno; allin puriy, compor-
tamiento bueno; allin rikuy, tratamiento bueno;
allin rikuq, el que trata bien; allin ruway, obrar
bien, beneficiar; lo que se hace bien, beneficioso;
allin ruwaq, el que hace bien; allin yuyay, pensar
bien; pensamiento bueno; allin qolqeyoq, poseedor
de plata fina; adinerado.
ta. s. Gram. Sufijo que desempeña los papeles de
artículo y preposición. EJEM: llamata qatiy, arrea
la llama; Urkusmanta hamuni, vengo de Urcos.

[TAREA] Traduce la siguiente frase . . .

GRAMMAR-ONLY

[CONTEXTO]
ta: CASO ACUSATIVO. Su marca es –ta, esta es
una marca de objeto directo con los verbos que no
son de movimiento (quietud). Ejemplo:
Quyllur–ta qhawani Veo una estrella
T’anta–ta apay Lleva pan
Ñuqa quylluyta qhawani
Pedrucha t’antata rantin
En cambio con los verbos de movimiento –ta
indica (hacia) que es igual a meta. Ejemplos:
Punu–ta rini Voy a Puno

Llaqta-ta risaq Iré al pueblo
Hamawt’anchis Punuta rinqa
Llanta umalliq llaqtata richkan
nki: FLEXIÓN DE TIEMPO. TIEMPO FUTURO.
TIEMPO FUTURO. Los sufijos para cada una
de las personas gramaticales son: saq, nki, nqa,
sun, saqku, nkichis, nqaku; en singular y plural
respectivamente.
Ejemplos:
Puklla-saq jugaré
Puklla-nki jugarás
Puklla-nqa jugará
Puklla-sun jugaremos
Puklla-saqku jugaremos
Puklla-nkichis Uds. jugarán
Puklla-nqaku ellos jugarán

[TAREA] Traduce la siguiente frase . . .

CORPUS-ONLY

[CONTEXTO]
quechua: rimanakunapaq wawakunapa rimasqan
simi aswan allinta takyachinaraq piwanpas
maywanpas mana manchakuspa rimananpaq
chaymi qillqanapaqpas ñawichanapaqpas aswan
allin kanqa
español: para este diálogo saber la lengua que
dominan los niños sería importante para que ellos
se expresen sin miedo de ahí será que la escritura y
la lectura salga de manera óptima
quechua: kay tiqsipi sumaq rimanakunapaqa
kawsayninchikmi allinta kallpachawanchik runaku-
nahina allinta tiyanapaq chaymi ñuqanchikkqa
allinta ñawichayta qillqayta yachananchik ñawpa
ayllunchikkuna rurasqankuta maytukunapi tukuy
puyñukunapi tiqsi muyu qhawarisqankuta
español: para vivir en armonía tenemos que
conocer bien nuestra forma de vivir y luego
escribir leer tambien a valorar lo que nos dejaron
nuestros antecesores en cada visión sobre el mundo
quechua: winsislawcha chayarqamuptinsi tu-
parquspanku allinta qatunakusqanku suwakuypi
purinankupaq
español: cuando había llegado wenseslau y a su
encuentro se habían reforzarón para andar a robar

[TAREA] Traduce la siguiente frase . . .



F Full quality scores

This section contains the full tables of BLEURT and human-annotated quality scores. Table 9 contains the
full results summarized in Tables 1 and 3 of the main text. Table 10 and Table 11 contain the full scores
summarized in Table 3.

GPT-3.5 GPT-4o Gemini-1.5 Llama 3
Prompt auto manual auto manual auto manual auto manual
BASELINE 0.19 0.22 0.66 0.66 0.56 0.57 0.15 0.16
CORPUS-ONLY 0.27 0.29 0.59 0.61 0.49 0.47 0.19 0.18
GRAMMAR-ONLY 0.23 0.24 0.56 0.58 0.55 0.54 0.17 0.15
MORPH-ONLY 0.44 0.56 0.54 0.63 0.61 0.66 0.39 0.49
CORPUS-GRAMMAR 0.26 0.28 0.59 0.59 0.54 0.53 0.21 0.21
CORPUS-MORPH 0.44 0.52 0.59 0.64 0.59 0.64 0.36 0.38
GRAMMAR-MORPH 0.41 0.54 0.53 0.61 0.61 0.64 0.39 0.37
CORPUS-GRAMMAR-MORPH 0.43 0.54 0.57 0.63 0.61 0.63 0.15 0.26

Table 9: BLEURT scores for all LLMs and prompt types.

GPT-3.5 Turbo

None Low Med High
BASELINE 31 17 2 0
CORPUS-ONLY 18 23 8 1
GRAMMAR-ONLY 20 27 2 1
MORPHS-ONLY 3 22 16 9
CORPUS-GRAMMAR 18 23 9 0
CORPUS-MORPH 2 28 12 8
GRAMMAR-MORPH 3 29 13 5
CORPUS-GRAMMAR-MORPH 2 27 12 9

Table 10: Human quality annotation of GPT-3.5 outputs with automated retrieval (raw counts out of 50) by prompt
type.

GPT-4o

None Low Med High
BASELINE 0 10 20 20
CORPUS-ONLY 1 16 13 20
GRAMMAR-ONLY 0 17 16 17
MORPHS-ONLY 0 13 18 19
CORPUS-GRAMMAR 0 14 17 19
CORPUS-MORPH 0 10 17 23
GRAMMAR-MORPH 0 19 14 17
CORPUS-GRAMMAR-MORPH 0 9 20 21

Table 11: Human quality annotation of GPT-4o outputs with automated retrieval (raw counts out of 50) by prompt
type.



G Full error counts

This section contains the full counts of annotated errors by category and prompt type.

GPT-3.5 Turbo
BASE C G M C+G C+M G+M C+G+M TOTAL

None 0 1 1 6 0 8 3 5 24

Addition 0 5 3 14 1 9 10 11 53

Omission 3 9 2 13 2 5 9 9 52

Substitution - Subject 0 3 0 7 0 9 9 12 40

Substitution - TAM 0 11 3 17 6 19 19 19 94

Substitution - Other 4 9 4 13 6 16 14 13 79

Overtranslation 1 1 1 4 0 2 3 2 14

Undertranslation 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 2 9

Target Error - Grammar 0 1 1 4 2 3 3 1 15

Target Error - Coher-
ence

0 0 3 5 2 3 7 7 27

Target Error -
Style/Register

0 3 0 5 2 3 1 2 16

Complete Mistransla-
tion

30 19 21 2 18 2 2 2 96

Mistranslation - Lexical
Correspondence

15 13 23 9 21 11 15 10 117

Refusal 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 54 75 62 101 61 92 97 95 637

Table 12: Human error type annotation of GPT-3.5 outputs with automated retrieval (raw counts, up to 3 errors per
sentence) by prompt type.



GPT-4o
BASE C G M C+G C+M G+M C+G+M TOTAL

None 15 16 10 16 13 19 14 18 121

Addition 2 5 7 5 4 1 6 4 34

Omission 8 7 6 7 6 3 5 5 47

Substitution - Subject 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 11

Substitution - Other 22 24 22 18 19 18 17 20 160

Substitution - TAM 16 17 19 12 13 10 11 9 107

Overtranslation 2 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 12

Undertranslation 6 1 3 1 3 0 1 2 17

Target Error - Grammar 1 3 4 4 1 2 6 1 22

Target Error - Coher-
ence

1 3 4 5 4 5 9 5 36

Target Error -
Style/Register

1 2 3 4 4 2 4 3 23

Complete Mistransla-
tion

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Mistranslation - Lexical
Correspondence

4 3 5 6 6 6 9 4 43

Total 79 85 83 81 77 69 85 75 634

Table 13: Human error type annotation of GPT-4o outputs with automated retrieval (raw counts, up to 3 errors per
sentence) by prompt type.
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